Jürgen Wolff, translated by Monika Zatylny/Krakow, revised by Ron Schmitz/Budapest

2.1.1	The Tandem partner Intermediation* (Standard Procedure)
* This word, which is used as a translation of a German word ‘Vermittlung’, was coined in order to facilitate the understanding of the idea.


Helpful questions before reading the text  
●	Have you or one of your friends already experienced a language exchange?
●	If yes, was your partner intermediated or did you find him/her on your own?
●	What do you associate with a 'tandem' ?
	
Learning aims       
In this chapter you will learn:  
●	What are the benefits of tandem partners intermediation
●	Who can take part in it
●	What the organisational requirements are
●	What you have to consider to do a good intermediation
●	How you introduce the partners to each other and how you advise them
 	

2.1.1.0	Tandem - an idea is in the air
	
In 1979, a German language teacher at the Cultural Institute Madrid ( a branch of Goethe- Institute) was in a dilemma, which practically all foreign language teachers face from time to time: The Spanish course participants complained that they were ‘saturated’ with knowledge about the German language, but had no possibility to use this knowledge. At the same time, he often met German students who wanted to learn Spanish in Madrid, but were angry about overcrowded courses that reminded them more of lectures.
His reaction was the only logical one: Any time it was possible, he brought the ‘real’ Germans to class increasing the possibility for the course participants to use ‘Where are you from’ and ‘What do you do here’ in real life situations with a personal interest.
However, in the long run it was not enough. The packed programme left no space for such ‘excursions for reality’ and, what is more, it shortly became apparent that the Germans had more prior knowledge of the foreign language than the Spaniards; and therefore, ‘Castellano’ (Spanish) was soon imposed as the lingua franca. This short experience posed some questions that were going around in his mind:
	To what extent can a language course prepare a person for the use of a language in reality? Apart from the often criticised fact that a great part of the utterances come only from the mouth of a teacher, is it a problem that all the corrections are only made by one person? Despite his/her good intentions, is this person, not hopelessly over challenged when he/she tries to establish genuine communication in a target language with all the participants who are so different from each other?
·	Isn’t a lesson, of necessity, always a simulation; can a foreign language lesson with all its resources ever be more than a presentation and consumption of ‘slices cut out of the linguistic reality, deeply-frozen and defrosted on occasion’?
·	Isn’t it nothing more than an absurdity that each year, hundreds of German students toddle speechlessly around Madrid, while at the same time hundreds of inhabitants of Madrid try to snatch ‘a smattering of authentic German’ in language laboratories by practicing more or less artificial dialogues, listening comprehension exercises and tests? 
·	Why are we constantly looking for ways to bring the in-class conditions closer to reality by all possible means? Why don’t we, at least once, try to change the reality in such a way that it facilitates language learning?
·	In the last years, some solutions in many fields were taken from the experts and were passed down to the concerned. If it is possible even in psychiatry (self-help groups) why not in language teaching? 

Exercise  
Go through the questions once again, please.  
Do any of them apply to your teaching establishment?
And so the teacher of German started matching Spaniards learning German and Germans learning Spanish in exchange pairs. After conducting detailed interviews with the first pairs, the dependent elements for success were revealed. With the help of the former course participants and the first tandem pairs, various didactic materials were developed. That is how the tandem intermediation came into being.
Since it was operating for three years and the enrolment was constantly increasing, the time for the next step had come: parallel tandem courses for Spaniards and Germans that started in 1982, hosted in the Cultural Institute’s rooms. As far as previous experience was concerned, there was only one article known (by Nükhet Cimilli and Klaus Liebe-Harkort). It was in regards to a course in 1973, with Turkish workers and interested Germans in Munich. None of the pioneering projects of the Deutsch-Französisches Jugendwerk (German-French Youth Association) had reached Madrid. Nevertheless, the principles were approved and after some time an informal group of German and Spanish teachers with tandem experience was established. Then, in the summer of 1983, they tried to apply the same procedure working with youth at a youth meeting in Sigüenza. The majority of these teachers were present when the 'Centro Cultural Hispano-Alemán TANDEM' (Hispanic-German Cultural Centre TANDEM) was established. Now there is a wide net of cooperating initiatives in many continents that use the brand 'TANDEM®' as a common recognition sign.
However, after this historical outline, we come back to the question of what a foreign language teacher can do on the spot with this model of learning.
First, the tandem intermediation will be discussed since it constitutes an essence and a precondition for the courses. It does not matter if they take place with youth, students or foreign workers. Namely, this article is about the standard version of the pair intermediation, the ‘Tandem-Cocktail’ for the simultaneous intermediation of bigger groups is described in another chapter, available upon request.

2.1.1.1	Tandem partners intermediation
The contribution of TANDEM to finding a partner is as follows: a person who looks for a partner for learning and practicing fills in a “Personal Data” questionnaire. They give their information such as residential area, age, sex, education and profession, hobbies and interests, reasons and motivation for learning, level of knowledge, planned time and intensity of participation, requirements for a tandem partner, learning experience and available time.  
(Questionnaire on www.tandem-fundazioa.info, members area) 
The application questionnaires of both national groups are compared by a specialist. Possible partners are at first asked separately if they are interested in a meeting, whereby certain alternatives exist for them. After that, the chosen partners are introduced to each other. The intermediator initiates a short chat in both languages and then he gives a few hints based on his general experience and his knowledge of the interests of both candidates. Both get the questionnaires back (which are known only to the intermediator and not by the other partner) and they receive the supporting didactic materials. From then on, they prepare their own schedule with the intermediator as an advisor in the background, but who is not present during the following meetings.
When many tandems are matched simultaneously and this ‘craft-like’ procedure is too time consuming and too slow, e.g. at the universities at the beginning of a semester or in a language school at the beginning of courses, there is a ‘Tandem-Cocktail’. In this way many ‘candidates’ are given an introduction to criteria for choosing a partner and the tandem methodology; they choose a partner on their own.
For those who want a tandem without the intermediator’s intervention, there is also Blackboard or Internet intermediation. However, tandem pairs created in such a way are more dependent on coincidence and are not as long-lasting as those described here.
Exercise  
What advantages does intermediation have over searching on one’s own using notice boards/ the Web?

2.1.1.2	Who is the participation in tandems sensible for? 
Tandem participation is sensible for everybody who learns a foreign language and is interested in a country, in which citizens of both countries are in the same city. That means that German/Spanish tandems can be carried out in all of the cities of Germany, Austria and Switzerland where one can find Spanish speaking foreigners and in all of the big cities of the Spanish speaking countries where one can find Germans, Austrians or Swiss. 
The participants of tandems that work without the assistance of a language course should already know the past forms of the verbs and be able to build sentences with a direct and an indirect object.
In social movements or similar groups, where the participants come from various nations, the building of an ‘inner network’ through building many tandems can positively influence the work effectiveness. 
 Exercise  
Why is it impossible for the beginners to take part in a tandem?  
What language combinations do you think would be possible in your city?

2.1.1.3	Who can establish a tandem intermediation centre? 
People who work in a language-teaching establishment and/or have many connections in the area where potential participants live, would be the best. It is also more sensible to have a small collective of people belonging to all language groups concerned, who have teaching experience or have graduated from some language-related studies. Each of the intermediators has to be bilingual. A clear division of responsibilities and a low labor turnover among the intermediators is important.  
                       
2.1.1.4	What exactly does intermediation involve? 
The basis for a good tandem is a genuine interest and mutual understanding between the partners, which prompts them to speak, making it easier for them. This is why a careful choice and a personal knowledge of the participants before an intermediation are the most important steps of the intermediation centre. This possibility of making a choice is what distinguishes tandem from a haphazardly made conversation.
Now we will go through the meaning of the criteria, which appears in the same order as on the ‘Personal Data’ list.
Residency/workplace
Hopefully, this is not far away from each other, according to the time of day when the meetings are to take place.
Studies/profession
The same occupation is important only for people who do tandem for professional reasons. A comparable level of education is more important.
Age
Normally, the difference of 5 years is acceptable, but 10 years are too much. However, the meaning of age loses its importance from a certain point; a difference between a 40 and a 50-year old is not as significant as between a 16 and a 26-year old.
Interests 
Asking about their interests rather serves the purpose of giving the intermediator an impression of the future tandem partners when he/she does not know them personally. As experience shows, it is enough to have one common interest to have something to talk about while getting to know each other. There are good tandems not only with identical, but also with completely different or opposite interests; mutual understanding is more important than concrete interests.
Motivation for learning 
Here, some specific professional interests should be required. Otherwise, the answers most often give little meaningful information.
Language proficiency level
Including a learning biography is important for two reasons: 
1. It is possible to tell if a participant needs organised classes outside tandem
2. It is necessary that the participants are at a comparable level. If they are not, a great deal of patience is required by the advanced participant when explaining to the partner. Thus, this undermines the participants’ interest after some time. Moreover, the language of the spontaneous communication shifts for the benefit of the advanced participant’s language (‘the language of the effortless communication’), which causes the gap to grow. 
Also in the case of a temporary lack of people of a certain nationality interested in tandem, the rule of equal proficiency levels should not be ignored. It is better not to intermediate any tandem than to do one, which condemns its participants to failure or continuous frustration. Small inequalities are possible only out of consideration for some culture specific peculiarities of learning or the country where a tandem takes place. For example, the Spanish tend to think that they will make fools of themselves if they make a mistake. In addition to that, the Germans in Madrid normally learn faster during the same time, because staying in a target-language environment offers additional possibilities to practice. This is why in Madrid the Germans are principally matched with Spaniards who are at a more advanced level. 
Duration
Tandems, which last for less than two weeks, do not seem to make much sense, unless the meetings take place almost every day and in this way, the beginning phase is shortened.
An average duration of a tandem is between three and six months, but there are also some perennial ones.
Time
Usually the one who comes to another country to learn a language needs significantly more hours than the one who works in the country while learning the language as an aside to daily living. Regulate this by enabling the former to work with many independent partners.
The minimum time is more meaningful for the intermediation than the maximum limit; however, it is often exceeded if there is mutual liking between the partners.
Additional learning
The knowledge of where the participants learn a language and what contact they have with it helps to determine which proficiency areas tandem can include or exclude, while appropriate hints are given during the interview.
Interests and other characteristics
The answers provided in this field help the intermediator to get a more refined idea of the future partners. What is more, they may provide some clues about possible incompatibility or aversion.
Political interests
Generally, the conservative participants have no interest in such information and want to perceive learning languages as something detached from it. Liberal participants tend to consider it as a part of a lesson. If no agreement can be achieved, the intermediator can sometimes help with hints about other information sources.  
Sex
The statements under this heading should be interpreted carefully. For instance, it can happen that somebody would find a partner of the opposite sex more interesting, but he/she does not indicate it for fear that the intermediator would misinterpret their intent. Also during work in a tandem, some difficulties resulting from the ambiguities in communication between men and women may arise. According to the experience in Madrid and Bielefeld, tandems between two women are the most productive if those women have similar cultural backgrounds. 
Teaching experience
If one of the participants is a beginner, it is almost necessary that the other has teaching experience so that systematic and even learning is possible.
Schedule
Referring to a schedule makes the intermediation considerably easier; availability is often named as one of more important factors for a successful tandem.
Miscellanies
A concern about the possibility of breaking off an inappropriate partnership and finding a new partner is often expressed here. According to the surveys, the mutual liking or openness comes before the common interests. The relationship between the future partners is difficult to foresee having only a questionnaire, but this question can give us some hints.
Exercise   
Make a list of the 7 most important factors:  a-  b-  c-  d-  e-  f-  g-  
Then specify in what order you would put them.
When intermediating, it is easier not to compare all the answers one by one, but to analyse them in this order:  schedule, knowledge, age and interests. 
The questionnaires of the interim pairs matched in that way are put together and checked according to the following factors: sex, other characteristics, and political interests. At the end the ‘blocking factors’ like smoking and particularities are checked.
At this point, the pre-selection is completed, but there can be other possible combinations. Now one of the candidates is called and a meeting is arranged to shortly describe to him/her the possible partner/s (without showing him/her the questionnaires). Line them up according to his/her wishes. Two or three proposals of appointments are made. Then the intermediator calls the other partner/s, lets them chose a final meeting date and informs the other person about it. Then the actual introduction follows.
Exercise   
Write down all the phone calls/mail necessary to intermediate a tandem pair and their content in points.  
Think how you could reduce this number.

2.1.1.5	What is the function of an interview? 
Introduction
As experience shows, the names are not remembered after the first introduction so they should be repeated once again, later during the conversation, or on the telephone, before the introduction takes place. 
Relaxation
The situation is sometimes embarrassing for both participants. The intermediator should absolutely avoid a situation in which the introduced partners have to wait for him/her or even sit together at the meeting point waiting and exchanging shy looks. It means coming on time or a bit early so that there is already somebody to talk with. Leaving both partners alone for 5 minutes after the introduction so that they can chat in private and then coming back to continue with the exact hints has also proven to be successful.
Informal test 
In case the intermediator does not know the foreign language proficiency level of the involved or the questionnaires do not evidently state it, the conversation provides a possibility for a better overview. That is why the intermediator moderates the conversation sometimes in one language then the other. As an exception, he/she begins in the language of the participant who is probably less relaxed and more inhibited. The language has to be changed inconspicuously so that the situation does not seem like an exam.
Establishing direct communication between the partners
The aim of the introduction is to establish direct communication between the partners and to initiate the gradual withdrawal of the intermediator. That is why the partners trying to ask each other questions through the intermediator have to be gradually redirected. Good reasons for direct conversation are arranging the place, time and frequency of the meetings, etc. 
Organisational clarification
At the end of the conversation, each of the participants needs to have:
●	Name, address, phone number of the partner
●	Phone number of the intermediating organisation
●	Time and place of, at least, the first meeting 

Attention should be given to the fact that the partners have the same travel distance to their meeting point. In the beginning, there should not be more than 3 meetings a week. The intermediator writes the charged fee and the name of the partner with a date, down on the questionnaires, and gives them back to the partners. He/she keeps a sheet with all the data. Then he/she explains the procedure for getting an extra tandem or a subsequent one in case any of the partners would like to do so. 
Introduction into materials
Introduction to the existing supporting materials can be given at the beginning as an ice-breaker. As experience shows, these materials are only partially used. They should be nonetheless given as placebo for fright of ‘anxiety during the first meeting’.
Tips on course of a tandem
According to his observations during the meeting and his prior knowledge, the intermediator can give hints about possible topics, peculiarities and risks of a TANDEM. In any case, he/she should emphatically point out the necessity of separating both languages and show a few examples as to how things can be explained monolingually. He should also offer his help in case of any difficulties or questions that may possibly arise. If he has a feeling that either of the partners is not satisfied with the other, he can suggest that tandem begins less intensively and offers the partners on an individual basis, a different partner. 
Exercise   
Draw a possible sitting arrangement for the three during a meeting.  
Write how you would ‘give an opening for change’ for partners who do not suit each other.
       
2.1.1.6	How should tandems be taken care of later on?                                                      
Basically, a tandem is a device for the participants and after a successful matching, the intermediator  should be available in the background or disappear. However, it would not be disadvantageous to ask the participants occasionally about their satisfaction. In chapter 'Tandem Cocktail' we describe various forms of individual guidance, group meetings and e-mail / Internet support that were intensively tested and researched at alphabeta in Alto Adige/South Tyrol. In general, the offers for telephone guidance are almost never taken seriously. The need for feedback is especially high in the first weeks immediately after starting; later it declines and can be satisfied by the group meetings where experiences are compared.
At least in the first year of intermediation activity, it is strongly advised for the intermediator to organise an appraisal session with both partners together or separately at the end of each tandem. It broadens his experience and makes the future intermediations better.
Exercise        
After what period of time would you:  
·  offer individual guidance?  
·  organise a group meeting?

2.1.1.7	What is needed for the organisation? 
·	a telephone
·	a post office box or a postal address
·	a place where the introduction can be held. It should be quiet, but not too stiff
A place for the ‘classes’ is not necessarily needed since the partners take turns at their homes or in a third place.  

2.1.1.8	What are the costs? 
·	Printing advertisements and supporting materials
·	Envelopes
·	Postage
·	Phone (about 5 calls to intermediate a pair)
·						
Exercise   
Who would you willingly work with as an intermediation team?  
What prerequisites do you still need? 

2.1.1.9	What difficulties and problems can occur during intermediation? 
Rush
The central office can be inundated with a torrent of enquiries, a minority of which will later actually be intermediated. This is inevitable and answering such enquiries should be planned for in advance. It can also happen that there are many enquiries from a certain nation and there are not enough interested people from other countries, which leads to a long waiting time for when a potential partner can finally be introduced; people cancel their enquiries. That is why a guarantee for an immediate intermediation cannot be given.
Time
It is related to the problem of a ‘season’. Depending on holidays, accumulation of exams, summer courses at the university, etc., a concentration of enquiries occur from various nationals at various times. The intermediation centre gets to know these periods over time and needs to balance them as much as possible. For instance, more advertising can be directed at the sparse group and less at the ‘majority’ group.
Job of intermediator
Intermediators are basically rejected when they increase the price of a product, but do not contribute anything positive for it. That is why, apart from an intermediation centre, there has to be a possibility of an independent choice through a blackboard or Internet system to let the interested choose if they want to call in an intermediator. However, experience has shown that when intermediation utilizes all of the fundamental elements of practice, tandems have been found to be more fruitful and long lasting. That is why the intervention of an intermediator or a ‘Tandem- Cocktail’ has a factual justification.
Exercise   
Who should take over the role of an intermediator-  
a teacher/ a secretary/ somebody responsible for the cultural programme/ a manager? 
The intermediators’ advantage over the participants is in what they know about the partners, but is also, what remains problematic. For instance, in Madrid the participants do not see the questionnaires of their partners before the first meeting in order not to hinder their curiosity about the other person and openness when answering. Such procedures sometimes cause difficulties when choosing among many possible partners who are only briefly described by the intermediator (their approximate age, residence, occupation, some interests, skills). Of course, after the introduction, the participants are free to exchange the questionnaires (if they were not collected by the intermediation centre). 
A good solution would surely be an intercultural centre where not only tandem-partner notice boards are hanging, but also materials were sold along with the descriptions of the fundamentals of doing a successful tandem, which are displayed in a clear manner.  
When the intermediators team gains enough experience in this field, they can start organising entire courses.

Exercise (to be sent in to those who want to become the ‚Acknowledged Tandem Intermediators’)
(This text is an edited version of: Manuela Estevez, Begoña Llovet (Madrid), Jürgen Wolff (Donostia / San Sebastian), The 'TANDEM' model and the intercultural communication in multinational language schools )

